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This Issue’s Cover Picture
Dave Cooke descending the entrance pitch to
Cow Pot on a trip to Wretched Rabbit on 22nd

May. The party included Andy Morse, Dave
Upperton, John Biffin and several D.S.S.
members.                                   Photo Ian Timney.

Left,  Simon Richardson making ladders at Upper
Pitts.                                        Photo Brian Prewer.

Editorial
This Journal is the 10th and final issue in Volume 26. It comes out despite Bill Gates,
who keeps breaking my windows. Our heartfelt thanks go to Jonathan Williams for
his expert help repairing them. The Journal is a joint effort by Judy and myself but it
would not appear at all without your contributions. Please keep them coming in.
Photographs of club trips and events are particularly welcome.  Maurice and Judy.
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Water and Mud 2000 (Episode 1) By Andy Kay
Further adventures in the Dordogne and elsewhere.

Previously published in ‘Speleo – Dordogne’. Translated by the author.

Water, water everywhere! And when mud gets mixed in with the rain, caving plans ‘aft gang agley’.

21 April: Towards the end of the afternoon, two vehicles arrive at La Chassenie: a Landrover
towing a military trailer, heavily laden, and a Transit with its springs screaming for mercy. Once the
occupants have disembarked and partaken of a beer to aid their recovery from the drive, the barn
starts to fill up with all the kit necessary for a week’s cave – diving. Three compressors,
innumerable batteries and chargers, twenty – odd cylinders (assorted sizes), not to mention two
industrial tanks of Oxygen and Helium, the drysuits, wetsuits, etc, etc. The sun shines cheerfully
down on us, and while unloading all the material plans are made…..
A computer is set up in the living room to calculate dive mixes. The only unplanned element was
that the sun, on setting, hadn’t warned us that it would be on strike for the following week.
22 April: Off to the Grand Souci de St – Vincent. Rob is to dive first, check the condition of the
lines, and fix some stage bottles on the shotline for Clive. The latter plans to descend afterwards to
–85 metres to continue last year’s push.
Robin returns after an hour underwater. During his –3m deco he’d sent us up his slate on the
‘message line’ with a note explaining that the belay at –65m had become detached. What he had
not written down was the depth he had attained. Once he surfaced, we looked at his gauge with
admiration: he'd gone to –80: and on air! The gauntlet had been well and truly thrown.
Clive’s turn. He’d already modified his previous evening’s plan, and intended to get to –87m. While
he was down deep, Tim was going to go to the line junction at –36m to do some surveying,
followed by Sean. These two are back at the anticipated time, having ‘overtaken’ Clive who by then
was at his –3m deco stop.
Finally Clive rejoins us. His dive computer’s figures are astounding. In fact, he’d gone to –90m
below water level, which, when added to the 4m difference from surface, makes this a very serious
depth for the region. Furthermore, he still  hadn’t touched, or come to that, even sensed, the
bottom.
23 April : A slow awakening, late breakfast, and off to the classic cave of La Reille de Naillhac. It
has been raining all night.
Access to this cave is a lot less problematic these days since the change in ownership.
Nevertheless nobody has dived the terminal sump since the exploration made by the late J-L
SIRIEIX in 1987.  Although it was one of our main diving goals for this year, we wanted to make a
reconnaissance trip to see if we’d be able to get the kit to the sump. However, the powerful
waterfall cascading into the entrance gave more than a hint that we’d never make it!
Rightly enough, after having made 400 metres progress in sometimes chest – high water (in
summertime one doesn’t generally even do this cave in a wetsuit), we found ourselves stopped in
a foam – filled chamber, preceding a sump which in normal conditions is a slightly damp hands and
knees crawl. There was still more than a mile to go before reaching the ‘terminal’ sump, and
considering the tumultuous uproar of the river which had accompanied us since the entrance, it
was obvious that all bets were off. About turn………
Clive, meanwhile, had remained at the house calculating a dive mix good for –110 metres at Le
Souci. On our return, he gave a smug glance at the bedraggled cavers, but nevertheless a worried
look at the sheets of rain that were falling……..
24 April : Once again, it rained all night. This was going to turn out to be a disappointing day.
Arriving at Le Souci we found that the level had risen by a metre and a half, and the water was
mud – coloured. Malc, (who had no intention of diving anyway), burst into peals of laughter. The
whole visit was a washout!
In recent memory, the Souci was unknown to react to rainstorms in this way. However, taking a
wander around the environs we happened upon the owner of the active flowing resurgences
(known as ‘les Gours’, 200 metres distant from Le Souci), happily trimming his hedgerows on a
damp Easter Monday. He explained to us that he had heard that the grills protecting the sinkholes
in the Auvezere valley had given way during the February floods, and that he too had noticed that
during the weekend  the waters resurging in his garden had turned muddy. Was it possible that a
blockage somewhere in the underground system had suddenly given way? Of course, it was
impossible to give a sure answer, but the theory seemed plausible. Furthermore, this was a
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landowner who has always refused caving access to the resurgences, so we had to bow to his
reluctance to let us investigate more closely.
In the case of Monsieur ZACHARI, owner of the land where the Souci itself is situated, it was
another story. He has always been interested by the caving progress at the site, not least because
a new depression occurs almost yearly in his fields, and he doesn’t particularly want to disappear
along with his tractor into a bottomless pit full of water! He has a native-born curiosity in caving,
and showed us another site a few hundred metres up on the hill, where another group had dug
some years ago, but then abandoned.
Two of us go down, the first being a ‘Wessex Dwarf’ noted for his digging prowess. On his return,
he makes some very nasty remarks about the way that French ‘diggers’ stabilise their work. The
second, both a member of the WCC and the French caving fraternity, can’t help but agree. Finally,
(having been too scared to get to the bottom of this unstable shaft), we persuade the others that
we ought to go look at the sinks.
So over to the village of Cubjac, where we see that the grills are wide open, and indeed, covered in
flood debris. On the way back to the house we look at some of this year’s other ‘targets’. Font de
la Doue, Bezan, La Clautre: all of them have torrents of muddy brown water pouring out. Time to
change our plans……….
25 April: There are other British ‘Water and Muddists’ in the area, or rather, in the neighbouring
County of Le Lot. They’ve come to prepare for a forthcoming attack on the Resurgence du Ressel,
so we decide to pay a visit. Seemingly though, the only diveable site is the Font delTruffe . Not
wishing to do tourism, a breakaway faction of the team decides to join us later: Tim wants another
go at Le Souci despite the conditions. However, after diving to the line junction at –36m, and
finding that he could neither read, nor either see, his instruments, he turned back, and the
explorationists turned the van south to join the rest of the gang.
This merry crowd had in the meanwhile been enjoying their own adventures. Having met up (and
subsequently said bye-bye to) the Northern Section of the CDG at La Truffe, a pilgrimage was
made to all the other ‘sacred’ cave – diving sites in the Lot, including Lantouy (pots of muddy
water coming out), Ressel (the river looked like Margate in the winter), etc,etc.
However, with the presence of an expert cave photographer in our midst (Pete), we wished to take
a look at the Couzoul des Brasconnies, having done a bit of research in ‘Speleo-Dordogne’ the
previous evening.
 Wandering about for a couple of hours though thornbushes without having found the cave, we
decided to return to the town of Cajarc to buy a proper map. Cajarc is  notable for three things: a
remarkable number of cafes for a place of its size, an equally remarkable number of nubile females
lounging around the square most inadequately clad considering the weather forecast; and a unique
cliffside cave on its outskirts. We loitered around there for a bit to appreciate the view having
bought the map, but I will only describe the caving.
The Abri de La Cogne is noticeable from the route leading into town, but takes some routefinding
on an ancient muletrack to locate once close – up. I mentioned its proper name here, but it is
referred to by the less couth members of the Wessex as the ‘Grots de Nobrot Castellet’,
following a free-dive performed by Robin to plumb its depths, clad, so goes the story, in only his
wellies. It is an interesting site, with an obvious archaeological interest. Furthermore, it is an active
streamway resurging at least a hundred metres above the town, and within binocular distance of a
deep cave –diving site. Rob was unwilling to repeat his experience of two years previously, thank
goodness. “Water level’s higher” quoth he as an excuse.
All the team met up back at the Gite d’etape de Blanat (local cheap hut par excellence), and
partook of a copious repast in the restaurant ‘Le Centre’ in the town of Gramat, where the owner, a
cave-diver himself, offered us an excellent welcome. Back at the gite, everyone (finally) fell into the
sleep of the blameless (pissed), except for Sean who thought he had heard ghosts.
(And that’s a completely different story, because what he had thought were ‘ghosts’ were in fact
some German tourists who had heard us and started to get frightened:  that’s when Sean
appeared to investigate the whimpering sounds! As I said, it’s a different story, and I won’t repeat
the details).
26 April: The rain stopped at last, but the sky was filled with threatening clouds. Despite this, the
decision was taken to risk visiting the classic Saut de la Pucelle, just a short walk across the fields
from the gite. Your author was fairly unhappy with the whole idea, especially as there had been a
major rescue at the cave not long previously.
Water levels were moderate: at the first low – ceilinged passage it was necessary to ‘dig’ our way
through the accumulated foam. However, while continuing downstream one couldn’t help
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remarking some treetrunks jammed in the 20 metre high roof, left there by previous floods. Finally
the narrator threw his teddy in the corner at the ‘cascade de la nymphe’, expressed his desire to
exit, and said that he thought the whole idea of coming here was stupid anyway. Only Sean
agreed, so the two of us made our way out, leaving the others to get washed away forever if they
wanted to. As it was, Sean & I didn’t manage to finish the beer supply we had left in the van
(despite a valiant attempt to do so) before the others returned, giggling like schoolgirls about the
‘cracking trip’ it had been, and recounting how the most dwarfish had almost drowned in a deep
pool……We returned to the gite, where the owners’ son had only one comment to make on
learning where we’d been: “You’re mad!”.
After changing, driving about looking at various cave entrances including the famous Gouffre de
Reveillon, which involves a bit of trespassing to get to, we retired for dinner back at ‘Le Centre’.
Shortly after, the Northern section of the CDG made their entrance as well, and weren’t too chuffed
to hear that we’d actually gone caving that day, because all the places that they had been to were
totally impassable.
27 April:  It’s raining cats and dogs again. Despite this, Clive, Tim and Sean go to do a tourist dive
in Font del Truffe. They progress some 400 metres.
The others, armed with the newly – purchased map, go back in search of the Couzoul des
Brasconnies and other caves. This time, with some trouble, we find it, but quickly discover that the
description in ‘Speleo – Dordogne’ is out of date. There used to be a wooden gate 30 metres in,
which supposedly was never locked. Now, however, there is a stout, firmly locked, stainless steel
affair, bearing a notice from the minister of Culture threatening horrible punishment for trespassers.
Malc is not impressed, and uncharacteristically suggests digging a way round. The others don’t
wait to go to jail, though, and deter him from this plan. (A few days later, after some research, I
discover that prehistoric paintings had been found in the cave).
The nearby Grotte des Chandelles also has some peculiar blue marks on the ceiling: could these
be the remains of paintings as well? Had the archaeologists been put off by the entrance crawl? At
least Pete got the opportunity to take some photos here.
Finally, we locate the Igue des Pierrefines in the same sector. Although the first pitch is only 17
metres, it’s tricky to rig. Eventually only Malc and Rob descend, Pete and Andy being discouraged
by the descriptions yelled up from the depths. “It doesn’t go any further! Full of dead sheep!” etc.
28 April: Return to the Dordogne, under constant rain. Simply to get some caving done, we visit the
classic system of Le Poirier/La Plansonnie . Despite the weather there is surprisingly little water in
the streamway. The polluted inlet which used to reek of sewage now smells of diesel for a change.
A pleasant underground ramble, and we wash off the gear at the nearby entrance to the Grotte
des Douymes, where a veritable torrent of water is emerging.
29 April: Sean wants to do more diving, so he, Tim, and Clive return to the Lot, and visit the Oeuil
de la Doue . They dive about 200 metres in, before remembering that normally Sump 1 is only 40
metres long……
Clive refuses to be discouraged, and in the evening decides to check on conditions at the Souci.
Diving to –36m in zero viz, he figures that it would be silly to try using his ‘-110m’ gas mix the next
day.
30 April: Cave science. Water samples are taken from both rivers, the Souci, and the resurgences.
(Analysis was to show that three of the samples were mineralogically identical). Visits are made to
the huge collapse doline of Fosse Perel (200 metres diameter!) and the rubbish – filled Gouffre
de la Peytelie, both of which are situated on postulated course of the underground system.
Before leaving for Britain in the evening, it is decided that a return visit to the Souci will be required
later in the year!
The Grand Souci de St-Vincent has now been dived to a depth of 90.5 metres, to which should
be added the 4 metres between the surface and the water. If it continues down a further 10 metres
(and it is intended to find this out), the bottom will be below sea level. The adventure is not yet
over…………….
PARTICIPANTS:
Robin BROWN  (WCC/CDG) Caving, diving, yakking about Landrovers
Tim CHAPMAN (BEC/CDG) Caving, diving, and an enormous appetite
Malcolm FOYLE (WCC/CDG)              Caving, diving, general Beermonstering
Pete HANN (WCC) Caving, photography, ‘skirt-alert’ prize-winner
Andy KAY (WCC/SCP)              Caving, trying not to drop tanks on divers heads
Christiane DEVAUX-KAY (SCP) Putting up with it all
Sean PARKER (BEC/CDG) Caving, diving, gite ghostbuster
Clive STELL (BEC/CDG) Caving, diving, yakking about Rovers
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Mike Thomas at the Aven De
Rogues.

Enter Mr. Keen:   Herault, Easter   2002.   By Malc Foyle
I don’t know how many of you have met Phil Short (Mr Keen) He’s a relatively new member of the
club. A very good cave diver of many years standing and he’s been caving for a good number of
years, but has never really got into vertical caving.  Several months ago, before he went on his last
trip to Russia, he talked Mike and I into giving him an insight into SRT. on the tower and a trip
down Rhino. We thought that we might as well put his newfound talents to the test so we talked
him into coming with us at Easter. He was so keen he dragged Andy Judd over a day before we
were travelling and sat in France just waiting for us to get off the ferry.
We made the now familiar journey south without any problems. Arrived in Saint Privat on Friday
evening, unloaded and crashed. On Saturday we did the usual thing when we have somebody new
with us, we gave them the guided tour for the first day and got a few supplies in.
We stopped at one of the big resurgences called the Source Bueges. It is a large and crystal clear pool. Mr.
Keen was jumping around like a mad thing. Somebody suggested that he went and had a look, because
some years ago the landowner filled it in and now there was a black hole in the base of the pool. The next
thing that we knew there was a splash and Mr. Keen was starkers in the pool. Only thing is - he won’t catch a
very big fish with a worm that small.

 We thought that we had better do a bit of caving, so later in the
day we dropped a cave called Aven de L’Esquirol, which is only
a small cave with a 29m entrance shaft and about 300m of large
well decorated passage, but it is a good pitch to start on. That
done everybody was still enthusiastic so we went to have a bit
of a look at another cave in the same area called Cave de
Vitalis (Cheese cave.)  Pete and I located this last Christmas
and the interesting thing about it is that it was used for making
cheese years ago and there are still some of the original racks
left standing. It has a surveyed length of about 2km most of
which is horizontal. We just grabbed our head torches and went
and had a look - we were not disappointed.
Sunday dawned and the plan was for Mr Keen and Andy to go
and have a dive in a cave called Event de Rodell. Mike, Robin,
Pete and I were going to take a set of diving gear into the
Resurgence de la Follatiere. This is one of the caves that we
have earmarked to try and extend this summer.  It is about 1km
in length with a very grand entrance and some cracking
passage and despite the fact that it drains a huge area of
limestone there is very little known cave. The carry of 800m was
duly done and Mike set off to reline the first sump to save us
time in the summer. Pete got out his camera and we all kept
ourselves amused while we waited for Mike to return. On his
return he said that he had found an inlet in the sump, which

surfaced in a small chamber and led to another sump issuing crystal clear water. This was new so
we left feeling well happy and looking forward to the summer. Mr Keen and Andy were waiting for
us at the car and the former was grinning from ear to ear so we assumed that they had a good
dive. The rest of the afternoon was spent looking at a couple of dive sites in the same valley.  Mr
Keen was now going mad, because his keen gauge was in overdrive. The last job of the day was
to go and try to find a cave called Event de Bergougnous, which is listed as about 3km and needs
hardly any tackle. Unfortunately it proved very illusive. Meanwhile Mr Keen and Rob had a close
encounter of the furry kind (they were too slow to catch it.)
Sunday came too early. Today we were off to the Abime du Mas  Raynal. This is a huge surface
shaft, which makes Alum Pot look small. The direct hang is about 103m. Us being terrified of huge
daylight pitches opted to go down the lateral shaft system. Our aim was to get to the bottom, which
we had previously failed to do, because this is another cave we want a crack at in the summer.
You start on a 21m freehang, then a short 4m pitch, then you walk out into the huge shaft and the
view is gobsmacking.  You then drop a 14m pitch and a 25m ramp. This brings you to the head of
the last pitch of 60m. I rigged down to the re-belay at about 15m down.  I had just put the ‘Y’ hang
in and was checking down the pitch, because I was expecting to find another re-belay about 15m
below me. I heard a shout from Robin and there was a French bloke rigging the big drop 50m
directly above me (adrenaline is brown) I ran away very quickly. With time getting on and being an
old git, I followed Pete and Rob out of the cave leaving Mike and Mr. Keen to go down the final
pitch. Andy had already exited to the sunshine. When Mike and Phil returned we discovered that
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Abime De Mas Raynal.

there is more to do in the Mas Raynal than we thought. It seems as though there is an aven by the
up stream sump not shown on the survey and it looks unclimbed.

Tuesday dawned and with it Mr Keen’s last day (thank god). With an
impending marriage and beer to buy for the Wessex a shopping trip
was planned for some of us this morning, as Phil was the only one
who had any space in his vehicle to transport the beer home. While
Pete, Rob and I went to find some supplies Mr Keen, Andy and Mike
went to have a dive in the Bueges resurgence, which we weren’t
sure was open. On meeting them at the bar around lunch time and
having stories about a very irate French man jumping up and down
and using lots of words that they couldn’t understand, we are now
sure that diving is not allowed at this particular site. The lads said
that the visibility was as good as anything that they had seen in
Florida, so it’s a great shame. After lunch we went for a trip in the
Grotte Excurgence de Garrel, which is a system of about 8km and
needs very little tackle - a good way for Mr Keen and Andy to finish
their stay with us. Once the keen one had packed up and gone the
rest of us collapsed in a big smelly heap.
Wednesday was to be Madam day. The day we were going to visit
the campsite that we are all staying at in the summer to finalise the
arrangements.  First we stopped to find a small cave in the side of

 the Vis gorge that is a through trip of some 200m and will be OK for
the more mature cavers to play in in the summer. Arriving at the
campsite we had a look around just to get our bearings before we

went to introduce ourselves to the owner. We expected to get the hard word about keeping quiet
and it being a family campsite etc., etc. In fact we were warmly welcomed with  ‘the bar will be
open in the summer.’  Business over we went to have a look at another huge hole in the ground
called Abime de Rabanel. This is another massive daylight shaft that we located at Christmas with
Budda et al. The entrance pitch is 22m followed by two ways down. One a 92m pitch and the other
a 30m ramp followed by, well one book said a 58m pitch and an other book said a 72m pitch. We
had a rope about 85m for this pitch. Mike was hanging off a re-belay about 30m below the ramp
whimpering about the rope not being long enough, so we went home. Next time we will take a
100m rope and see if that’s long enough. On the way back to the car yours truly was given a fair
amount of stick because I couldn’t find the cave, as I tried to explain any one could have missed a
hole that must be 40 feet wide and 100 feet long only 20 yards off a path. They wouldn’t believe
me.

Thursday we were off to a cave called Aven de Rouges. We had found this cave earlier in the
week. It is one of the larger systems in the area. The book said that it is 226m deep and 6.5km
long, but we have since found out that it is nearly 13km long. We planned to drop the first 6
pitches, the longest of which is about 30m. You’ll like this one. The first belay is the car!  We set off
down the entrance pitch of 21m. On landing at the bottom I saw Robin looking down the next pitch

Left, the entrance to the Aven De Rogues.
Above, Robin Brown prepares to descend.
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and saying ‘You’d better have a look at this’. I said ‘Reckon I’ll be sitting in the sun this afternoon’.
It was a bit small. Mike and Pete arrived. Pete said ‘I think I‘ll get down it.’  We all looked at him.
Finally we rigged a ‘Y,’ put a pulley on it, Mike stripped his gear off, we tied a foot loop in another
rope and proceeded to lower him through the squeeze. Rob and Pete followed, but the fat bloke at
the back wouldn’t fit so I went out and sat in the sun (very warm it was too) and waited for the
intrepid explorers to return.
Friday. Our last day, before we cleaned up the house - we decided to go and have a better look at
Cave de Vitalis (cheese cave.)  Now this turned out to be a bit of a gem.  As I’ve already said it has
a surveyed length of about 2 km. Most of the passage is large and well decorated and with only a
couple of small hand line climbs in the bit that we looked at, so it is an ideal trip for almost
anybody. The only down side is, when they were making cheese in the entrance they had fires or
the like and with the cave draughting in, a lot of the stal is stained black. Having said that the short
bloke was still flashing away like some dwarfy pervert and he is muttering about taking his large
format camera in there in the summer. Our last trip done we sat in the sun, taking in the stunning
views over the Larzac having lunch. We all commented, that we could think off a lot worse places
to be. Then back to clean up the house and pack.
Saturday. A stop in Millau to visit the local caving shop and have a chat to the owner who speaks
good English. He reminded me that he still has a cave that he wants us to dive some time. We will
just have to keep going back (what a shame!!)  The journey started and instantly the passengers
were revolting. One wanted to have a wee wee stop after we had been travelling for all of about 15
minutes (Robin) and within about an hour another one was winging about lunch.
After another hour or two I relented and stopped. We decided a happy dwarf is a feeding dwarf.
See you in the summer?

M.R.O. Rescue Workshop. By Emma Heron.
A gaggle of 40 odd cavers turned up at Charterhouse car park at 10.30 a.m. on Saturday 20th April.
Most faces I did not recognise, so it was good to meet and mix with other clubs. The session
started with a briefing from Gonzo, who explained that we could go to G.B. in groups of six, where
a series of workshops had been set up in various locations in the cave.
Being one of the last to arrive we were inevitably one of the last groups to get underground, so we
were treated to a demonstration of the M.R.O.  hydraulic jack by Butch of the Shepton, (or we
would have been if he’d remembered to bring the hydraulics!).
We got underground about midday. The first stop being a demonstration of the “Little Dragon, mark
I and 2 “, how to set them up and also the use of Entinox. Then onto station 2, where Dr. Jo and
another chap showed us the M.R.O.’s first aid kits and discussed basic first aid practice.
Station 3 was set up at the Bridge and was a demonstration of the Heyphone, the call signs
involved and how to set it up underground. Close by was station 5, a realistic first aid scenario
involving a caver injured in a fall. The purpose of this was to practice the use of neoprene splints in
as real a setting as possible.
Station 6 was down at the Ladder Dig, which was good. We were all starting to get a bit cold and
needed to do a little caving to warm up. The ladder pitch had been set up to demonstrate hauling
systems and the basic rigging equipment held in the M.R.O store. We all watched and learned
while being fed hot coffee and biscuits, courtesy of Gonzo who had come to join us.
The last station was right back in the entrance passage, close to the fixed ladder to the Devils
Elbow and involved a stretcher carry. All the other groups had done this in the comfortable
expanse of the Main Chamber but being the last group we were to carry back to the surface.
Guess who was the shortest, lightest and most convenient to carry? It is an interesting experience
being stretchered out of a cave and I hope I will never need it but the group did a very good job
and we were out after about half an hour.
The Rescue Workshop was a very well organised M.R.O. event. It was made all the more
remarkable by demonstrations in situ and not in the comfort of the back room of the Hunters. I for
one have a better understanding of cave rescue. The purpose of the event was not to teach people
how to rescue but to be familiar with the equipment used, as it could be anyone who ends up
helping in a real situation. Thanks to all who organised and helped out with the event. (See Journal
280, page 173 For Photo’s)

Be Prepared To Be Prepared. By Kevin Hilton.
A two-day hands on first-aid course was run for the club by John Heath earlier in the year. The
course was organised by John through the Be Prepared First Aid at Work Training Organisation.
Thirteen Wessex Members attended for what turned out to be a very practical course.
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There was a strong emphasis on caving and how to cope with various scenarios underground. Our
final test was to treat a “casualty” who had fallen from the 20ft in Swildons. The Casualty (Sarah)
was complete with caving kit and mock injuries.
Thanks go to Julia and Sarah, who were willing casualties conjuring up a whole host of injuries with
plasticene and food dye for us to treat. Also to Ken, Michael and Ken Heath for support (and a
large supply  of wine gums). A very worthwhile course and not to be missed if it is run again.
All who attended were awarded certificates and a summary sheet. (Some were sent out a bit late
due to me not reading my instructions – Sorry Ed.)

Eucladioliths and Vauclusian Springs
Some unusual Limestone Features

By Garth Weston
Eucladioliths: Tube-shaped calcareous deposits sometimes found in cave thresholds and formed
by the encrustation of growing mosses, algae etc. by tufa.

Vauclusian Springs: Fountaining springs fed   from a phreatic conduit, which at times receives
more flow at it’s upstream end than it can carry at normal pressure, causing a head of water to
build up. Some have such a high dissolved mineral content that as the excess CO2 is lost to the
atmosphere, excess lime is deposited as tufa. (Ref: “Caves and Cave Life” by Philip Chapman.)

The example of Eucladioliths in the photograph comes
from a stream fed from a spring, possibly Vauclusian,
which rises in a combe some 600m away from my
house in Bath.
The stream at this point passes through a Victorian
Landscape garden and was reconstructed in the 1880’s
to form waterfalls, rills etc. It is divided to form an island
and to feed a small lake The mineral content of the
water is so high that during the summer, in particular,
large amounts of tufa are deposited on the vertical
faces.
The hills above the rising are honeycombed with old
stone mines and the presence of these may contribute
to the fast run-off and high mineral content. In the early autumn of last year the volume of tufa
washed down, following heavy rain, was so high that it blocked culverts and caused the stream to
overflow its banks. There is some anecdotal evidence that this phenomena is recent in origin and
may be due to changes in land use, to tipping and the increased use of chemical fertilisers and
weed killers.

                                                                                

Jim Moon
Dear Maurice,
                       I read of Jim’s death with great
sadness. He was a super guy and we had some
great caving together. Jim was on the B.E.C.
1985 Berger trip with us, when a number of
Wessex  members joined the party. He was a
fantastic photographer and this photo’ of Jim
may be a self-portrait, in the hall of the Thirteen.
Subsequent to this, the cave flooded and Jim’s
calm competence was instrumental in extracting
a detackling party from beyond the suddenly
flooded Cadoux Lake in very difficult conditions.
He loved the Great Cave and will wish the club
well this year. Jim welcomes you to camp one!
                                                           Bob Pyke
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Mendip Caving 2002
The B.C.R.A. Regional Conference, 15th June.

Priddy Village Hall was the Venue for this well attended  meeting,  which as often happens with
these events, was put together at short notice. Les Williams, who thoughtfully provided a TV set
outside for those wishing to follow the World Cup, arranged the lecture program.
Pete Glanville was the busiest speaker, giving two presentations of photo’s. The first, on Swildons,
included pictures taken in the downstream sumps’, places where, very few cameras are taken. Nor
could many photographers equal Pete’s portfolio of shots in the far reaches of Wookey, which were
shown in the afternoon.
The other main speaker in the morning session was Dave Irwin, who has been researching the
relationship between Graham Balcombe and Jack Shepard and their joint efforts to pass Sump 1.
Dave has been working on the history of Swildons, which the club hopes to publish and he is
currently examining Balcombe’s papers now in the C.D.G. collection.
Just before lunch, Dave Cooke led a discussion on the proposed National Cave Registry. Cheers
from the football fans out in the car park punctuated it at times.

In the afternoon, Andy Sparrow bravely demonstrated his method of digital photography whereby a
picture is built up from layered images. It seems to lie somewhere between art and science.
Robin Gray, who spoke about the history of art on Mendip, represented the “Real Cave Art”
enthusiasts. Balch used many drawings to illustrate his publications. Although they were not made
underground, they do show that caving can be fun. Robin invited all comers to join his workshop in
Swildons and see for themselves. Ian Chandler manned a stand on behalf of I.S.S.A. to exhibit and
sell their members work. A number of Atty’s prints were also sold on the Wessex stand.
Phil Short gave the most dramatic contribution to the meeting. Only an hour or so before, he had
returned from the latest of a series of dives he is making into Sump 12  in  Swildons. The
chattering from the back ceased as Phil described how he progressed beyond the furthest point
previously reached and laid 10 metres of new line. Following a stunned silence, he received the
best applause of the day.
When the meeting ended it had started to rain but this was fortunately short lived and stopped in
time for the Wessex Challenge. A barbecue masterminded by Dany Bradshaw and an excellent
Stomp followed this, which together made £550 for M.R.O.

Left, Pete Glanville
sorting his program.

Centre,
Ian Chandler and the
ISSA stand.

Right, Andy Sparrow
demonstrates digital
photography.

Left, Phil Short after              Centre, the artists at work          Right, Graham Mullen Demonstrates
his dive.                                  in the Old Grotto.                         The UBSS stal cleaning  technique.
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The Wessex Challenge. (One of the better ones)
Photo’s by Brian Prewer

     

Eight teams took part in this year’s Challenge, modelled on the Royal Navy Gun Carriage Race the
notable absence being the B.E.C. The realistic guns, made by Les Williams could be fired using
rook scarers and Robin Grey acted as Pyrotechnics Manager and Starter, with Les Williams and
Dave Cook as Gun Safety Officers.  Phil Hendy was Course Referee. A Wessex team who were
hoping that we wouldn’t win and thus have to organise the next event ably built the course. After
four heats, the fastest two teams competed in a run off. Fortunately, our team, Max Midlen, Butch
Merideth and Taz and Mark Easterling cunningly managed just to lose to a keen Cheddar side.
Thanks are due to all those who turned out to erect the course and clean the village hall on
Sunday; to Alan Butcher, Roger Haskett, Tony Jarratt and the bar team.  Also to the school in
Cheddar who lent the projector and Priddy Parish Council for permission to use the Upper Green.

         

Extracts from the Upper Pitts Logbook Edited by Brian Prewer
16.1.02 GB Cavern                                       Alison, D Warman, Kermit, A Moon,    S Turner, and T Stern
Tourist trip to Bat Passage with Dave taking photos
19.1.02 Juniper Gulf                                           WCC-Morse, NBW, Biff, Lou DSS-A Rumming, Alan, Lee
                                                                                                       Morgannwg CC-Ian & Peter Wilton-Jones
Warm-up trip for the Berger. Final shaft as classic as ever. Back for lock-in at Helwith Bridge.
20.1.02 Lancaster Hole/County Pot                                                                                              Same cast
A trip to build up stamina. Plenty of water at County Pot end.
20.1.02 Aveline’s Hole                                                                                                            Pete & Alison M
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Trip to look at end dig. A good site but a lot of mud to shift. Also had a look at the left-hand side passage.
Interesting Z-shaped squeeze & then free-climbable rift to rejoin ‘stream’. Water then sinks in a very narrow
rift. Not too promising & would need bang.
22.1.02 Charterhouse Cave                                                                 Alison, S Turner, A Moon & T Stearn
Tourist trip - cave quite wet & very draughty
25-27.1.02 WCC trip to Devon                                                                     Cast of Thousands (actually 13)
See Jounal 279 p. 256
26.1.01 Ogof Draenen                                                                                              Mark, Vern & Carmen
Trip to Wessex Series for sightseeing & future digging prospects. Cave exceedingly wet after heavy rain.
Broke through choke in Isotonic into small amount of passage & a chamber. One lead needs further furgling
to gain way on,
29.1.02 Swildon’s Hole                                          Alison, D Warman, Kermit, A Moon, T Stearn, S Turner
Tourist trip to 2nd Mud Sump (well flooded) & Sump 1 (foamy & scummy).
31.1.02 Stone Mines (Browne’s Folly)                                                                                  Phil H & Carmen
Photographic workshop with digital & classic cameras.     See Journal 279 p. 155.
1.2.02 Hunter’s Hole                                                                                                                       Vern & Mak
Just wanted practice on string so we rigged everything including superfluous Y-hang 6 feet off floor of the
entrance pitch (free climbable).
2.2.02 Swildon’s                                                                                                        Vic Cooper & Phil Short
Down to Sump 5 in high water levels. Line in Sump 1 almost broken. Most of Swildon’s 5 was a series of
ducks due to high water level. 4 hours.
2.2.02 GB Cavern                                                        Adrian, Jude, Rob & Ann Vanderplank & Jon Wood
Uneventful trip to White Passage with nice stream flowing in the Gorge. Jon & Rob into West Extension off
White Passage where a small white creature ran past the back of Rob’s neck & along the wall past Jon &
then disappeared at great speed down the stream running along the wall, neither had any idea what it was
but they were definite that it didn’t have tail. (That’s an uneventful trip??)
3.2.02 Charterhouse Warren                                                                            Alison Moody, Les & Cookie
A rather trepidatious trip to this superb cave. There are three squeezes & having abandoned my oversuit at
the first, I managed to pass them all in & out – I am, after all, officially thin. Nice pretties & bones of
reindeer, auroch & others. Many thanks Alison. PS. Isn’t it about time some fat people went digging so we
don’t have to squeeze into things!
6.2.02 Swildon’s Hole                                                                                                                        Mak & Jo
Would have been a quick trip but for picking up a couple of other cavers en route (they had forgotten some
kit & asked to follow us). Canadians are almost as slow as Yanks.
9.2.02 Swildon’s Hole                                                                                                Andy Judd & Phil Short
Dived Mud Sump & into Lower Fault Chamber (water at very high level). Blue Pencil to 4 & into Watergate –
bailed Christening Pool for an hour – dropped 3 feet, still no air space. Dived out through 3, 2 & 1 then back
through Mud Sump to climb down Shatter Pot (usual duck sumped) returned through Mud Sump & exit.
9-10.2.02 First Aid Course (Trauma in caves). Run by John Heath & team.                            See Page 188
10.2.02 Swildon’s Hole                                                                                                               Pete & Alison
Trip to revisit Lowbow dig at the downstream end of Lower Lowbow. This is a mud-choked rift heading down-
dip & could give a connection with Renascence (on the same line & about the same height). The rift appears
to bend possibly to the left after 5’. Looks worth a digging trip.
12.2.02 Singing River Mine                                        Alison, Dave Warman, Tom Stearn, & Andrew Moon
Cave very wet. Tourist trip & as it was Shrove Tuesday, pancakes were served in East Chamber. (These
were transported underground in a BDH container & kept warm with a hot water bottle). We will probably all
get cadmium poisoning!
13.2.02 Bath Swallet                                                                                              Wednesday Night Diggers
Keith F took his drill & his metal rod & applied a bit of Hilti technology to the boulder above the pitch. Above
ground, Aubrey, genny watching with duffy shoulder saw lights in the trees, he was right, someone was
around the vehicles, we investigated. I dropped the stone I was carrying when we found it to be three or four
cavers looking for a tow because their vehicle had got stuck further along the track by Read’s Cavern.
Scammel went to the rescue & with adrenaline going through the red (+ panic) he managed to reach the
stranded Landrover, which had slid off the track & down over a bank & pulled it out with his Toyota Hilux.
Hilux ‘1’ – Landrover ‘0’. The funny thing about it was a sticker on the window of the Landy stated that
‘Cavers do it in the Mud’. They certainly did something in the mud.
16.2.02 Shatter Cave                                                    Prew, John Thomas, Maurice H, John Hill & Phil H
Many photos taken with all sorts of cameras. Mr P had light failure after 2 hours (as he predicted). A nice
gentle afternoon trundle.

Left, John Hill near
Pizza Chamber.

Right, John
Thomas in Canopy
Chamber.
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16.2.02 GB Cavern                                                                        Bob Pyke, Ken Dawe and Noel Cleave.
To the Ladder Dig with idea of trying (second attempt) to enter the Big (Great) Chamber. Returning from Bat
Passage, we poked upward into various realms of hanging death without result. Attempts formally terminated
by Ken’s lamp pox – fascinating exhibition of 1950’s caving light technology – rusting NiFe cells, faulty
contacts, failed emergency lights ….. He exited with Noel’s spare torch gripped in his teeth, uttering the
usual string of oaths. We emerged safely & unusually quietly. Even Ken was silenced. Froth layer at bottom
of cave was 6 feet from lip of Ladder Dig, i.e. 10 feet from floor.
Sunday 17th – Ken’s revenge – taught Noel how to make every possible mistake on the SRT tower.
16.2.02 Little Neath River Cave                                                                                                     Taz & Bean
A few ducks on the way in – very wet, turned back at the Canal – “I’m not stupid”.
16.2.02 Lost John’s Berger Meet                                                                                        WCC & DevonCC
Top tip – Yorkshire doesn’t do food after 9.00pm on Friday (nor does Mendip) – don’t worry though as the
beer is refreshing & quite filling in the absence of food. All those that ate managed to get underground & rig
the cave before midday; those that didn’t picked at their breakfasts & finally got motivated to go caving
sometime in the afternoon as most were leaving the cave. We weren’t the last in as the WCC tigers that
decided to do Alum Pot first were last down. Given the complete lack of planning & confusion it worked like a
dream.                                                                                                         For photo’s see Journal 279 p. 158.
17.2.02 Simpson’s Pull-through                                             Wilton-Jones, Lian, Pete & Tarquin, Cookie,
                                                                                                                 Les, Steve Tomlins, Bif, Ian T, Mak
Would have been a quick trip but for the Geordies in front – oh & the fact that Pete, Les, Steve & I were at
the back on the way in & suddenly found ourselves at the front after Ian & Cookie went down the wrong
pitch!!
17.2.02 Warren Farm                                                                                                                   Pete & Alison
Trip to start dig at the upstream choke in Red deer. Incredible spoil - totally dry, soft, red/orange sand, that
flows through your fingers (honest). Bagged the spoil in sacks made from fertilizer bags. A large pit was
excavated, but unfortunately the digging face is at the end of a large passage & the roof is dipping steeply
downwards. Difficult to know where the best place to dig is, as we really don’t want to have to remove all the
fill. If anyone knows a source of ready-made synthetic sacks (not Hessian) we would be very grateful.
19.2.02 Warren Farm                                                                                                              Alison, AM & TS
Tourist trip. If anyone else would like a trip down Warren Farm, max 2 plus leader, please give Alison a ring
on 01749 870006.
24.2.02 Warren Farm                                                                           Jude & Adrian Vanderplank & Alison
Third trip down in a week, time to retire again! Photo trip this time. Adrian’s ammo box nearly became a
permanent, extremely expensive but useful foothold below the Corkscrew when the handle broke on the way
 out. Unfortunately, we were eventually able to retrieve it.                         Photo’s below, Jude Vanderplank

23.2.02 Eastwater                                                                                                                 Taz, Bean & John
Boulder collapse getting tighter – good trip, John’s first trip down Eastwater – may be his last!
23.2.02 Swildon’s Hole                                                                                                                   Phil H solo
Long Dry to the 20’ – out via Short Dry. Zigzag blocked. Baptistery Crawl – got stuck. Pulled a thigh muscle
below 40’. My 36-exposure film ran out at 26! Followed Sparrow + multitude of Yank kids, all the way. A very
enjoyable trip of 1½ hours.
23.2.02 GB Cavern                                                    Tall Graham, Morse, Cookie, Nik Nak, Duncan Foster
                                                                                                        Des McNally & Brian Cullin (Irish cavers)
Nice trip to Bat Passage & Great Chamber taking in the Devil’s Elbow & White Ways. We met lots of cavers
underground, something that doesn’t happen in Ireland.
24.2.02 Swildon’s Hole                                                        Vern, Morse, Tall Graham, Duncan, Des, Brian
Our illustrious leader brought us on a tourist trip to Sump 2. Ensuring we were well marinaded en route.
Excellent trip & fantastic cave. Thanks Vern.
24.2.02 Sandford Levvy                                            Girlie Trip – Pauline, Rosie, Emsie, Aileen & Carmen
Pauline leading (yes I did too!) took Carmen ‘cause it was her idea, & Rosie came along with Emsie & Aileen
as well. We arrived at the Ski Lodge in driving sleet/rain – Pauline reported us in at the Lodge – on our return
Rosie & Emsie were having a go on a tea trays, hurtling down the ski slope after snatching trays off kids!!
Carmen took pictures. Off to find the mine – Pauline found it straight away. No problems. First down the hole
& this time avoiding falling down the badger hole. I think all the girls enjoyed it – lots of oohs & aarhs. Saw
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one bat large moth & cave pearls. Went left & right at Cross Roads along passage not ventured before by
Pauline. Felt quite daring – lots of problems. Finished at end of tunnel – came back; stopped off for chips in
Cheddar & Aileen sat in her undies all the way home. Dropped her off at Priddy Green by her gate &
watched her run all the way to her house only to find she was locked out! Doing the honourable thing – we
drove off! Good trip – lots of fun. Came home to find the welcoming committee had all pissed-off home.
Formation of new caving group: -Girlie Action Group & South West Action Ladies Love Orange
Wellies. Our first trip was fairly uneventful – had to perform EPR on Pauline (Emergency Perm
Recovery), Aileen broke a nail. Thanks Prew for laying out the paving slabs for us.
26.2.02 Reservoir Hole                                      Andrew Moon (leader), Tom stern, Steve Turner & Alison
Makes a change from Warren Farm!
27.2.02 & 1.3.02 Box Mines                                                                                                         Weston Bros
On TV (HTV paid for the beer!!). Lesser persons can rub shoulders with us at the Hunter’s. Weston Minor
drinks Butcombe, The Other, Exmoor. Don’t hang back girls. Further explorations to the outer limits via Back
Door, Eastgate, B12
2.3.02 Ogof Draenen                                                                               Jon, Kathy, Chef, Geoff & Suitcase
Finally made it down to the Wessex Series to admire “our” bit of the cave. Nice & gentle. Still loads to find
down there. Perhaps a shortcut to the Golden Arches ….And “a Filet of Fish for my Wife Passage” – (yet to
be discovered)
2-3.3.02 Goatchurch, GB & Swildon’s                                           Kent Uni – Nigel, Paul, Yoshi & Yusuke
Had a great weekend. The Wessex members friendly & hospitable as ever. (Thanks to Christine for letting us
join in her 21st birthday celebrations.)
5.3.02 Rhino Rift                                                                                                                        Uppy & Laurie
Quick blast to the bottom of 3rd pitch & out. 3rd pitch is still very loose as Laurie found when a large
dislodged boulder exploded at the bottom.
8.3.02 Box Stone Mine                                                                                                Weston Bros yet again
Back Door, Eastgate, B12 etc. Photos in Cathedral. 3 hours. Many big roof-falls in WO Route – some may be
new!
9.3.02 Noxon Park Underground Site                                                                                        Mike Thomas
Solo diving trip: water levels still high – vis 3-4m. The diver spent an enjoyable 65minutes replacing Gavin’s
exploration line with 6mm line. Double carries were needed as the diver opted to take 10l cylinders into the
mine.
15.3.02 Noxon Park Underground Site                                                                                      Mike Thomas
Another solo trip: 75 minutes dive removing old lines & installing 6mm line up to the limit of exploration in the
passage with the e not so nice shafts in the floor. Glad I’m off to France soon – will not have to come back
for a bit. Vis 6-8m today.
7-13.3.02 The Complete Caves of Gozo                                                                   Maurice & Judy Hewins
Calypso Cave on candles. Small hole overlooking the sea. Traditionally a site mentioned in Homer’s
Odyssey.  Xerris cave & Nino’s Cave. Two small show caves in the tertiary limestone cap of Gozo, found
during well digging operations. Both have some nice pretty formations, even if they are small. The obligatory
stereo pictures taken.
17.3.03 Swildon’s Hole                                                                                                               Pete & Alison
To Lowbow dig. Without any mud the rift would be quite big, but it is extremely difficult & unpleasant to dig.
The mud infill turns to slurry as soon as you touch it, & has to be slopped into a stuff sack & dragged 20’
back up the passage to where it then has to be squeezed out again. Hard work & AM was not 100% happy
with the air at the dig face. We gave up in disgust after a couple of hours .
20.3.02 Bath Swallet                                                                                                       Aubrey & Pete Hann
3 BDH containers, 1 bag of sand, 2 ladders & 1 rope – did some cementing. It was damp but not too wet.
The Telletubbies stayed at home (Keith’s) – I guess it was a good film.
24.3.02 Shatter Cave                                                                                          Phil H, Nigel, Denmeade & 2
Hour & a half trundle, party well impressed with the pretties. Sal grunted a bit on the squeezes – nice to have
done it.
31.3.02 Shatter Cave (again)                                                                                the Vanderplanks & Phil H
Sightseeing & photography. All very impressed, especially Anne in Z Squeeze.
1-5.4.02 Swildon’s                                                                                                             Ric & Pat Halliwell
After the enforced layoff last year it was nice to be back on Mendip for our annual “post South Wales après
Easter” visit. The usual first day visit down Swildon’s to wash off the Welsh mud was followed by the equally
traditional Tuesday evening meal for assorted Mendip worthies (or Mendip mafia as one of the participants
chose to call themselves.) Even the weather provided a welcome respite from the last 6 months of hectic
digging on Leck Fell. (The dig on Leck Fell is Rough Pot which already had links with the Wessex because
Digger Harris helped at the site at Easter weekend 1935 when the Lost John’s water was first successfully
diverted down Rough Pot, drying up Lost John’s allowing the 2nd descent of Monastery Pitch & the first trip to
follow the stream through to Shale Cavern.
Very impressed with the state of cleanliness of the hut.
3.4.02 St Luke’s                                                                                                                      Aubrey & (Keith)
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Struggled to the bottom with bucket of cement – stuck some rocks in bottom of dig- started out. Keith arrived
after I had rolled up the ladder!
3.4.02 Spar Pot                                                                                                                            Pete & Alison
Spent a ‘happy’ couple of hours going round in circles. The cave is much more complicated than we
remembered. Also quite draughty. It would be ‘good’ (I think!) to try to get a caveable connection with
Lionel’s hole. (A previous smoke test has proved that Spar & Lionel’s do connect).
11.4.02 Charterhouse Cave                                                          Alison, Adrian, Jude & Rob Vanderplank
Another tourist trip with photos.
13.4.02 Rhino Rift                                                                                                                     Butch & Morse
Rigged R-hand route & L-hand route. Some performing by Butch on R-hand route, first ‘Y-hang’ needs a ring
hanger but none available so imagination was used. Left rigged for Berger training weekend.
14.4.02  Hunter’s Hole                                                                                     Chris G, Butch & Andy Morse
First SRT trip for Christine – without incident. Very casual trip to bottom of last pitch & back up again.
Learning all the time & looking forward to France. Thank you, Andy & Butch for your patience.
14.4.01 Swildon’s                                                                                                    Maurice H, Prew, Tommo
Photo trip to take more stereos in Water Rift & portraits in the Old Grotto. What the stereo photographer
failed to mention was that he kept his two models under various waterfalls for ages as he wanted to get “nice
wet shots with plenty of sparkling water effects.)

14.4.02 Rhino Rift                                                                                               Butch, Morse, Nik Nak & Bif
De-rigging trip  - both LH & RH routes. That’s enough caving for this weekend.
14.4.02 Hunter’s Lodge Inn Hole                                                                                             Butch & Morse
Went in and had a look. We each took out a rock!
12-14.4.02 Essex Lorry Drivers
Another terrific weekend had by all once again. Thank you Wessex Cave Club for your hospitality.
17.4.02 Bath Swallet                                                                                                              Pete H & Aubrey
The Teletubbies stayed at home again! Just a little water turns Mendip digs to Glop - this is no exception.
17.4.02 Sidcot –Purgatory                                                                                                        Pete & Alison
Another trip down memory lane to re-check the possibilities of the end dig. Our digging boat is still there after
10 years, however we decided that there is too much run-in from above (boulders, cobbles & mud) & that it
would be difficult to work. Had a good look at all of the higher level passages in Purgatory & AM pushed an
extremely tight squeeze (for her - sorry Les you won’t fit) over a flake to gain about 20’ of new passage,
heading up towards the surface with, unfortunately, no leads on.
19.4.02 Box Stone Mines                                                                                                             Weston Bros
Northern area - Far North - Clift workings. Many artefacts including a corrugated tin hut. Also several very
large muddy collapses. Out via Crane Country & Back Door. (‘Hanging Death’ in AO Passage can easily be
bypassed.) Still plenty to see, should keep us busy for many more trips. 3 hours then pub.

      The Wind Tunnel                    Paul Weston at Eastgate              Garth Weston relaxes.
21.4.02 Swildon’s 4 & Back of Mud Sump                                                                                 Kev & Emsie
Water levels were disappointingly low. Nice steady trip to look at Sumps 3 &4. Went back to the Troubles but
still not enough air space, so we carried on to the Mud Sump to give the siphon time to do its stuff.

And you must admit that it was well
worth it gentlemen. It gives me an
excuse to print another of my
pictures.
However I would rather use other
members  photo’s when possible.
So please send in shots taken on
your trips, particularly for the “From
the Log” section.  The Journal
should reflect the caving of all
members, both “hard” and aged.
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(Kev got his kite stuck in the tree at the back of the Wessex. The foolish boy performed acrobatics to rescue
it. Fortunately the only injury was to Bif’s hand on the climb down!)
20.4.02 GB Cavern, MRO Practice See Journal 280. P173.                    Kev, Emsie, Cookie, Dr Jo & Prew
20.4.02 Ogof Draenen                                                                                         Jonathan, Geoff & Suitcase
The old wise caver & the young eager apprentices embarked on a trip to the further reaches of Draenen.
Didn’t quite reach the War of the Worlds as Bean’s wedding was calling. Back soon.
27.4.02 Wookey 24                                                                                                     Andy Judd & Phil Short
Just another ‘Short’ caving trip. Viz excellent. Andy discovered religion on the way back, repeatedly calling
for Jesus. All possible swear words in one sentence - record set (274). Andy turned into an ‘umpa lumpa’
due to orange mud. Phil ‘Moral Support’ was his usual jovial self.
28.4.02 Swildon’s 2 & Mud Sump                                                                                      Chris, Andy & Phil
These country girls seem to have deformed hands or Chris (put your right hand in) didn’t realise gloves were
made for specific hands. Phil had his first full cardiac arrest due to the gravity defying exploits of the acrobat
he was caving with & marvelled at the change in the ‘umpa lumpa’s’ fitness level since yesterday.
4-6.5.02 Bank Holiday S Wales                                                                  Phil Hendy & 38 other Attendees
First off-Mendip trip in years -must do it again. Beer, OFD1, beer, Port yr Ogof. Weather fine, good camping
and good beer. A good time had by all. PH.    See Journal 280, Page 179.
8.5.02 Near St Luke’s                                                                              Bob Scammell, Steve, Paula & Dad
A hole has appeared & we lost a stick down it. What more do we need? A good night’s digging
10.5.02 Box Stone Mines                                                                                                             Weston Bros
Jack’s Entrance to Rem’s Crawl & return exploring many workings in this area. Much instability including
‘hanging death’. 3 hours.
11.5.02 Rhino Rift                                                                                                                  Mike , Jo & Clare
Having managed to arrive without club kit & food, Mike & Jo generously took me down Rhino to play on
string. Unbelievable just to be underground again - it won’t be 15 months ‘till next time!

Stop Press.
Star Mine Shaft

Recently an unexplored mineshaft was discovered when the wheel of a tractor broke through the
capping. The farmer reported it to Paul Wakeling and it is now a Wessex dig. This substantial hole
has a 30 metre free hang, which Malc Foyle described to the Editor as “the best pitch on Mendip”.
A further slope leads to a flooded level, which has been dived by Mike Thomas for 50 metres. Mike
reports that there are abandoned tools including a large wheelbarrow. A full report will appear in
the next issue (Bill Gates permitting.)

                                              
    The 30 metre entrance shaft.        (Photo’s Carmen Haskell)      Mike prepares to dive.
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Stop Press
Swildons Sump 12

Phil Short and his friends have been attacking Sump 12, with some success and his talk to the
B.C.R.A. Regional conference was well received. Hopefully, Phil will write his work up in full
Meanwhile these log entries give some idea.
24/5/02  Swildons                                                                                                              Phil Short
Into Sump 2 on Friday evening to drop four cylinders ready for the next morning.
25/5/02 Swildons 12                                                                               Phil Short and Andy Judd
Fairly uneventful trip down to Swildons 12. Twenty minute dive in Sump 12. Managed to get
through squeeze at the elbow, then found a continuing passage at –6 m. below the blind rifts seen
on last visit here. Sumps heavily silted, especially 5 and entrance to 9 in comparison to last visit
here. Uneventful exit. (Cave diving with Phil is one of the most filthy and brutal ways of having a
bad time!   Andy)
31/5/02 Swildons 12                                                                                                          Phil Short
After last weekend’s excitement went solo to Sump 12 in just under 2 hours. Dived Sump 12 in
very low water conditions and found the slot I passed last week to be full of gravel. Dug some out
and wedged myself in and the rest of the gravel slumped on me. Pulled off mask and sheared off
regulator, digging myself backwards out of this exit. Total trip time four and a half hours. Need to
go back in high flow as last week.
15/6/02 Swildons 12                                                                              Phil Short and Greg Brock
Back to Swildons 12 again. Went in night before to put bottles at Sump 2 and rig ladder. Two hours
from entrance to Sump 12. Dive to Letter Box Squeeze and as it was quite open laid line through
with heavy block to hold it on far side. Zero viz again and gravel slope still dangerously mobile.
Laid some line into continuing passage (aim to enlarge the squeeze to deal with the head games of
whether you can get out, as it fills up each time you pass it.) Two hours out trip with all gear.
6/7/02. Swildons 12 and Desolation Row.                        Greg Brock, Phil Short, Andy Stewart
Straightforward trip to Sump 12 with bag of ropes, bolts and other assorted heavy stuff. Greg free
climbed to the ledge, put in a bolt and hauled up our rope on the dubious existing rope. Phil and
Andy then climbed up to join him. Did the same on the last section and then following Cairns to
Sandwich Chamber. (What a thoroughly nasty place).
13/07/02 Swildons 12                                                       Greg Brock, Andy Judd and Phil Short
Straightforward trip to 12. Placed explosives in squeeze of Sump 12 and detonated from near
Sump 11. Large bang and lots of fumes, so left. Back next Friday to check what it’s done.
20/7/02  Word reached the Editor that the bang had been successful.

Club News
Changes of Address

Geoff Ballard                       Reeds Cottage, Bowden Hill, Chilcompton Somerset. BA3 4EN    01761 233627
Claire Morton     58 Mandeville Road, Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7HD    01227 766475     Mobile 07960 724943
Paul Wakeling                                                                                 7 Birch Drive, Langford, Bristol, BS40 5HG
Rob Marshall and Petra Dobbs            40 Oaktree Avenue, Pucklechurch, Bristol, BS16 9TE  01173039071

New Member, Elected 9/6/02
Stewart Waldren                      42 Forest Drive, North Tidworth, Andover Hants, SP9 7PE       01980 842942

Committee Notes,  Meetings 9/6/2002 and 14/7/02
New Gas Boiler.   It was agreed to accept the offer of free independent professional advice before
making a final decision on the Andrews boiler replacement.
Twin Titties Publication The editor was asked to look into the possibility of producing an
Occasional Paper based on Jim Hanwell’s series of articles in the Journal.
Swildons Publication. Dave Irwin has almost completed his historical section and it was agreed
to chase up those responsible for the other chapters and photographs.
Star Mine shaft, on Shipham Hill has been adopted as an official Wessex Dig.
Ladders.The club are indebted to Simon Richardson for making many new ladders and assisting
the Tackle Warden with ropes etc.
Missing Library items. The Librarian is concerned that several photo albums and books have
disappeared without being booked out. If it was you, please let Phil know.
M.R.O Co-ordinator. Jonathan Williams will replace Mark Easterling, who has moved to Wales.
Challenge Video. A  20 minute video is available from the Editor. Price £5, profits to the boiler
fund.
Annual Dinner. Wendy Williams is making arrangements at Cox’s Mill, Cheddar.
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Hidden Earth at Monmouth. The club will be involved in the arrangements for this event on the
weekend 27th 29th September. Help is requested and helpers can get reduced admission.
Volunteers please see Dave Cooke or Les Williams.
Boiler Fund T-shirts. These had sold well but some complaints have been received about the
logo coming off. Replacements are being requested from the supplier

Recent Additions to the Library.  As at 28 July 2003
B.C.R.A. Members Newsletter (May 2002)
Cerberus Speleological Society.  Newsletter.  25, 4 (Sep 2001), 26, 1 (Mar 2002)
Chelsea Spelaeological Society Newsletter 44, 5 (May 2002), 6 (June 2002)
Craven Pothole Club: Record 67 (Jul 2002) (Swildons Hole, by Eric Hensler 1934)
DCA Derbyshire Caver 110 (Summer 2001), 111 (Autumn 2001), 112 (Winter 2001)
Descent 166 (Jun/Jul 2002)
Grampian Speleological Group Bulletin 4th Series 1, 2 (Mar 2002)
Grosvenor Caving Club Newsletter 119 (May 2002), 120 (Jun/Jul 2002)
Mendip Nature Research Committee Newsletter 89 (Apr/May), 90 (Jun/Jul 2002)
National Speleological Society: News 60, 4 (Apr 2002), 5 (May 2002)
National Speleological Society: Journal of Caves and Karst Studies 64, 1 (Apr 2002)
Regards (Club Speleologique du Wallonie, Belgium) 41 (2001), 42 (2002)
Shepton Mallet Caving Club Journal.  Series 10 No. 9 (Spr 2001) (Murhill Gull Caves)

10 (Aut 2002) (Gazetteer of caves mapped by Laki expedition 2000, 2001, Iceland)
Westminster Speleological group Newsletter 2002/2 (Apr 2002)
In Search of Cheddar Man (Barham L. 1999) ArchaeologicalUnderground Atlas (1992) Middelton J. and
Waltham A. (World karst regions, by country) Donated by Bob Scammell
BCRA Dictionary of Karst and Caves (Reprint, with some alterations )
1: 50,000 OS Maps: Weston-Super-Mare (182)   ] For

Yeovil and Frome (183)   ] Upper Pitts
1:25,000 OS Maps: Cheddar Gorge and Mendip Hills West (141)  ] Reference

Shepton Mallet and Mendip Hills East  (142)  ] Only
Weston-Super-Mare and Bleadon (153)           ]

Survey: Grand Faille du ‘Fond des Cris’ (Belgium) (Suppl. Regards 42)

Meanwhile The Wessex come in second – Twice!

The annual Wessex / B.E.C. cricket match was played on 13th July and resulted in a narrow win by
the B.E.C. who scored 126 over two innings. The Wessex made 118. The B.E.C.’s star bowler,
Joshua (aged 10) clean bowled our two best batsmen. Bob Scammell’s photo’s show why we
lost, despite Carmen’s sneaky underhand bowling. The man with the flying bails is Simon
Richardson. The Wessex however ended the day with the bigger pile of ashes, following an
excellent barbecue at Upper Pitts. Thanks are due to Ivor and Dorothy Gibbons for the use of the
field and continuing toleration of our occasional excesses.

Simon Richardson took the picture above, right showing the Wessex Challenge Team, Dave
Meridith, Max Midlen, and Mark and Taz Easterling. We were glad they didn’t win.
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Flashback to 1934
Ric Halliwell has recently obtained a report from Eric Hensler’s sister about a Swildons trip he
made on 2nd June 1934, together with the photograph and survey below. His companions were
L.A.G. Strong, P.M. Pearson, D.S. Warrington, W.O. Cook, M.W. Henderson and M.B.Fay.
(Hensler and Warrington were listed as new Wessex Members in Circular No. 5, 21/3/35 and Cook
was a member in 1938.)
The party, “wearing old clothes and carrying sacks containing three rope ladders and lifelines” also
had a quarter-plate camera and food for 24 hrs. At the 20, the hungry explorers had lunch “ a real
good feed on cooked bacon carved off in huge hunks and stuck onto hunks of bread with butter”.
They eventually reached Sump 1, where they found “many signs of the activities of the man who
attempted to blast a way beyond the water-trap- sticks and electric wires lay strewn around”
Their return journey became an epic when both ladders, which had rope rungs as well as sides,
twisted and shrank in the water.
“Pearson volunteered to climb the ladder, using it as a rope, in order to give me a rest and I held
the lower end over to one side in order to keep him reasonably clear of the water.  It seemed an
eternity before he reached a point about twelve feet from the top, after many agonising pauses,
and here the water gushed and sprayed right on to him.  It was obvious now that something was
wrong, as he didn’t move at all for quite a while, then, with no warning cry, he slid right to the
bottom and fell into my arm as it held the ladder.  His feet struck bottom with considerable force but
happily his fall was broken evenly and he was quite uninjured.  He was terribly shaken, and weak
through the cold and exertion.  Strong volunteered next but I insisted on trying being much lighter
than he.  Without much difficulty I reached within fifteen feet of the top and then the cold water
began to tell.  My arms went weak and only by looping one through a rung were I able to rest
myself sufficiently for the next effort.  After three or so pauses for rest I got clear of the projection
ten feet down and here found the ladder in a good state and was able to reach the top relatively
easily.  Strong followed, assisted by the lifeline, with which I made a belay round the iron pin and
took up the slack each time he rose a bit.  He was thus able to rest himself by hanging in the
bowline on the end of the lifeline, the weight coming on the pin.  It seemed an eternity before he
arrived at the top, streaming with water.  By similar means the two of us assisted Warrington up
and then the three of us hauled Pearson up dead weight.  The gear was now pulled up and the rest
of the party hauled up at top speed with two lifelines in tandem.  There was room for only two of
the hauling party on the stalagmite ledge, the rest were pulling in the passage beyond the screen
previously referred to.”

              

It makes one realise how caving methods have improved. The letter is published in full in Craven
Pothole Club Record No.67 (July 2002). We have it in the library. It’s well worth reading.
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Here endeth the Twenty-sixth Volume.

 Unless someone volunteers to make an index.

Alison Moody in
Bone Chamber,
Warren Farm Cave
1984.             Photo
Adrian Vanderplank

Forthcoming Events
Yorkshire Meet, 28th Sept Dihedral/Stream Passage Pot.  29th Sept Disappointment Pot.

“Hidden Earth”, Monmouth 27th/29th September.                 A.G.M. and Dinner, Sat. !9th October.
M.R.O. Rescue Practice in Longwood/August, 26th October.

Watch the Website for events to be arranged before the next Journal is printed.

The A.G.M. Sat Oct 19th
The 2002 A.G.M will be held at 10.30 in the
Function Room at the Hunters Lodge.
Please try and be there as important club
issues will be discussed.

The Annual Dinner.
This will be held at Cox’s Mill, Cheddar on
Saturday evening Oct 19th. Application
forms with this Journal.

Subscriptions
Subscriptions for the Year 2002/03 become
due at the end of the A.G.M. Please make life
easy for the Membership Secretary and pay
promptly.              Remember he is a volunteer!
Rates are,             Full Member, £36
                              Joint Member, I  vote, £45.
                              Joint Member, 2 votes,£63.
                              Student, £!8.  O.A.P., £10-80.
Cheques payable to Wessex Cave Club.
Send to Simon Richards,   65 Bifield Road,
Stockwood,   Bristol, BS 14 8TW.


